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Abstract
Background: In sequencing the genomes of two Xenorhabdus species, we encountered a large
number of sequence repeats and assembly anomalies that stalled finishing efforts. This included a
stretch of about 12 Kb that is over 99.9% identical between the plasmid and chromosome of X.
nematophila.

Results: Whole genome restriction maps of the sequenced strains were produced through optical
mapping technology. These maps allowed rapid resolution of sequence assembly problems,
permitted closing of the genome, and allowed correction of a large inversion in a genome assembly
that we had considered finished.

Conclusion: Our experience suggests that routine use of optical mapping in bacterial genome
sequence finishing is warranted. When combined with data produced through 454 sequencing, an
optical map can rapidly and inexpensively generate an ordered and oriented set of contigs to
produce a nearly complete genome sequence assembly.

Background
Xenorhabdus species are symbiotic bacteria associated with
insectivorous nematodes of the genus Steinernema (for

review see [1]) They reside in a specialized segment of the
nematode gut [2,3], and provide insecticidal proteins
[4,5] and small molecules [6-10] that help to kill the
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insect larvae that are the prey of the nematode. Both
organisms reproduce in the dead larvae, the Xenorhabdus
colonize the young nematodes, and the cycle repeats [11].
Xenorhabdus are closely related to the enteric gamma pro-
teobacteria such as Escherichia coli [12], and are an emerg-
ing model for both mutualism and pathogenicity in
invertebrate hosts. To better understand the genetic basis
of these relationships, we are sequencing the genomes of
two Xenorhabdus species: X. nematophila ATCC 19061 and
an X. bovienii strain from Monsanto's collection.

In the course of this work, we found that the X. nemat-
ophila genome contained large numbers of highly repeti-
tive DNA regions, and efforts to finish the genome stalled.
We sought a means to produce whole-genome maps for
comparison with the genomic DNA sequence, and identi-
fied optical mapping as a useful means to align and orient
the genome sections in silico. In addition, we produced an
optical map of a second genome that we had considered
finished, and identified a large sequence inversion that
would have otherwise been unnoticed.

Results
A whole-genome restriction map permits finishing of the 
X. nematophila genome sequence
Eight-fold genome sequence coverage of X. nematophila
ATCC19061 (Goodrich-Blair et al, in preparation) was
generated, with 26,976 reads from a 2–4 kb insert library
and 41,376 reads from a 4–8 kb insert library. This yielded
an initial assembly consisting of 100 contiguous
sequences (contigs) greater than 2 kb, 14 contigs greater
than 100 kb, and 2 contigs greater than 200 kb length.
Our initial research had shown the presence of a 150 Kb
plasmid in addition to the circular chromosome
(Goodrich-Blair and Goodner, unpublished).

It became rapidly clear that multiple areas of repeated
sequence were causing problems. In fact, the final X.
nematophila sequence assembly shows a nearly identical
12 Kb region found on both the plasmid and chromo-
some, many transposons (including over 30 copies of a
single transposon) scattered throughout the genome, and
seven rRNA regions. Using the paired clone-end
sequences and syntenic comparison to the related species
Photorhabdus luminescens [13], resolution of misassembles
and gap closure was attempted by walking across individ-
ual clones and amplifying potentially adjacent regions
using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The resulting
assembly contained over 50 contigs, but most lacked link-
age information from gap-spanning paired ends. Multi-
plex PCR resolved some gaps, but provided no indication
about whether the amplified product was actually the cor-
rect size, whether a particular gap was resistant to amplifi-
cation, or whether a reaction failed because the primers
were not properly paired to cross a gap. After four months

of concerted effort, the assembly still contained 36 contigs
which collectively contained several hundred copies of
transposons plus seven ribosomal RNA coding regions.
Given this complexity, optical mapping was attempted to
provide a structural scaffold for aligning and orienting the
contigs.

Optical mapping permits assembly of whole-genome
restriction endonuclease maps by digesting immobilized
DNA molecules and determining the size and order of
fragments [14-22]. In collaboration with OpGen Technol-
ogies (Madison, WI), optical maps of X. nematophila
ATCC19061 were produced using AflII and EagI restric-
tion enzymes. Through repeated overlapping of restric-
tion maps from individual molecules (over 50-fold
coverage), OpGen's assembler program reconstructed the
ordered restriction map of the genome [23].

Each restriction map produced by optical mapping was
aligned with the restriction map predicted from the X.
nematophila genome sequence. The map permitted align-
ment and orientation of all 36 contigs, and identification
of misassemblies, allowing production of PCR products to
cover all remaining gaps in the sequence (Figure 1 panel
A). Once the optical map was available, PCR, sequencing,
and validation of the final assembly were accomplished in
approximately one month. The map also detected several
regions of misassembled sequence, including a plasmid
that was integrated into the chromosomal sequence
among the assembled contigs (Figure 1 panel B). The plas-
mid shares a highly conserved stretch of sequence with the
chromosome (only 37 bp differences over approximately
12.5 kb), and this duplication led to the in silico misas-
sembly. The final sequenced genome aligned directly to
the restriction map generated by optical mapping (Figure
1 panel C).

Optical mapping identifies an assembly error in the X. 
bovienii sequence
In addition to X. nematophila, we had previously
sequenced and assembled the genome of the related
organism X. bovienii using traditional finishing technolo-
gies. Although the X. bovienii genome does not contain as
many repeats as that of X. nematophila, the X. nematophila
project had shown the value of non-sequence-based
methodologies in validating sequence assemblies. After
generating an optical map for X. bovienii (NCBI designa-
tion Xenorhabdus bovienii SS-2004) using AflIII, a large
inversion was detected in the sequence assembly, permit-
ting a simple re-orientation of the data and correction of
the genome sequence (Figure 1 panel D). It is doubtful
that this assembly inversion would have been detected
without the optical map.
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Alignments between the whole-genome optical maps and the in silico genome sequence assemblies at various stages of the projectFigure 1
Alignments between the whole-genome optical maps and the in silico genome sequence assemblies at various 
stages of the project. Green regions indicate perfect alignment, white regions indicate no alignment, red regions indicate 
sequence that is present on at least two contigs, and yellow regions indicate inversions. Lines between maps indicate the posi-
tion of identical sequences on the two maps, and can be used to visually identify misassemblies and inversions. Panel A: An 
early comparison of an optical map derived from EagI digestion of the X. nematophila genome to the assembled contigs gener-
ated by traditional sequencing technologies. All contigs could be ordered for gap closure. In addition, the optical map indicated 
an overlooked misassembly. Panel B: The finishing strategy, including gap closure and misassembly resolution, was simplified 
using the optical map as an assembly model. The X. nematophila optical map derived from an AflIII digestion of the chromosome 
is presented as a single contig in the center. The sequenced genome contains nine contigs that have a corresponding match to 
the optical map. The X. nematophila plasmid is 158 Kb and is too small to be identified using the current optical map technol-
ogy. Nonetheless, small sections of the plasmid can be identified as regions that do not have corresponding optical map loca-
tions (white in figure). Panel C: Comparison of the final assembly of the X. nematophila genome (bottom) to the optical map 
(top) for the EagI digest. The non-aligned contig represents the plasmid, which was generated by traditional sequencing tech-
nologies. Panel D: Comparison of the finished sequence of Xenorhabdus bovienii to the EagI optical map revealed a large 
inverted region of the genome. The red regions indicate regions of repeats within the genome that cannot be resolved by opti-
cal mapping. These regions were resolved using traditional sequencing methods. The sequenced genome was easily re-oriented 
to correct the assembly.
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Discussion
The Xenorhabdus genomes analyzed in this project contain
many highly repetitive regions, and these became a major
obstacle in our attempts to assemble the genome
sequences. Genome finishing traditionally relies on cos-
mid libraries or overlapping restriction maps of BACs to
build larger meta-contigs. With the X. nematophila genome
the traditional approach failed, and we used a genome-
scale restriction map generated by optical mapping. This
permitted rapid and accurate closing of X. nematophila,
and provided savings of labor, reagents and time. Finish-
ing the X. nematophila genome sequence would have oth-
erwise required production of a fine-scale genetic-physical
map at much greater cost in time and materials. Optical
mapping also identified an inversion in the X. bovienii
genome sequence assembly that we  had considered fin-
ished.

High throughput processes like DNA sequencing nor-
mally require trade-offs among cost, speed, and data qual-
ity. Sequencing costs are being reduced, and speed
increased, by novel methods such as the pyrosequencing
technology of 454 Life Sciences [24,25]. However, 454
technology produces shorter sequences (100 to 250 bases
per reaction) than traditional Sanger sequencing using
ABI instrumentation (800–1000 bases per reaction).
These shorter 454-derived sequences mean that sequence
contigs are also, on average, shorter than those produced
using ABI instruments. However, the lower quality of
sequence assemblies from 454 data is compensated by
speed and cost considerations. Excluding the cost of pur-
chasing the instrumentation and labor, a typical 5 Mb
bacterial genome takes approximately 2 days and costs
about $6,000 in consumables using 454. The same
genome sequence produced by ABI instrumentation
would cost approximately 10-fold more and take several
weeks. In our experience, a typical 5 Mb assembly using
454 data would contain about 80–90 contigs, with an
average length around 60–70 Kb. A similar genome
assembled using data from ABI 3730 instruments would
contain about 50 contigs with an average length >100 kb.
Both strategies would typically add about 4,000 end-
paired sequences from cosmids or phosmids to help scaf-
fold the genome, at a cost of about another $4,000.

The current cost for an optical map with a single enzyme
is approximately $7,000, and adding a second enzyme
costs around another $3,000 (in our experience, only one
enzyme is typically required). The optical mapping system
can accurately quantify fragments down to about 4 kb in
size, and a contig of 40 kb has an approximately 80%
probability of being placed within a whole genome opti-
cal map (OpGen, unpublished data). When all of these
data are combined, a 454 shotgun sequence plus cosmid
end sequences and an optical map, can produce an assem-

bled and oriented set of contigs containing about 95% of
the genome for under $20,000 with very limited input by
a human finisher. This is about one-fifth the cost of a
project produced through traditional means, provides
very high quality data, and puts production of finished
bacterial genomes within the reach of even small labs. We
are currently working on a genome produced in this man-
ner that will be primarily closed using undergraduate
researchers supported by some bioinformatics infrastruc-
ture.

Conclusion
Even on these relatively small genomes, the whole-
genome maps were very valuable. In the X. nematophila
project, we had the advantages of long sequence reads and
clone end-pairing data, yet still were unable to assemble
contigs because of the presence of numerous highly repet-
itive sequences. The optical map allowed rapid closure of
one genome and identified an assembly error in a fully-
assembled genome sequence that gave no prior indication
of having errors.

As shotgun sequencing costs come down, the optical map
becomes a significant portion of the budget for a new bac-
terial genome sequence. However, for genomes that con-
tain particularly large numbers of repetitive sequences,
require finishing, or simply require ordered and oriented
contigs from shotgun sequence, an optical map can
increase the speed and decrease the overall cost of the
project. We also expect that mapping costs will come
down as optical mapping becomes more routinely used
by sequencing centers, and as resolution of fragment size
moves toward the 1–2 kb range. We now routinely con-
firm the in silico assemblies of bacterial genomes using a
whole-genome restriction map, and believe this is a rela-
tively low cost method to speed finishing and ensure accu-
racy of finished bacterial genome sequences.

Methods
Genomic library construction, DNA sequencing, and 
finishing
The genomic DNA was sonicated at scale of 8.5 for two
seconds, repeated 3 times (Missonex Inc. Sonicator
XL2020). The ends were repaired using T4 DNA polymer-
ase and T4 kinase (NEB) and fractionated on a 1% agarose
gel. Fractions representing size ranges 2–4 KB and 4–8 KB
were excised from the gel and purified using a Qiagen Gel
Quick extraction column (Qiagen, Cat No 28704). DNA
samples from the isolated fractions were checked for size
on an agarose gel and then ligated into pUC18.

Clones were plated and colonies picked on a Q-Bot
(Genetix), to achieve 80% of sequence from the 2–4 KB
library and 20% of sequence from the 4–8 KB library.
Each template was sequenced using the Big Dye termina-
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tor protocol (Applied Biosystems) and analyzed on ABI
3700 and ABI 3730 sequencers. Both the forward (M13 -
40) and reverse (M13 -21) primer were used on each tem-
plate, yielding two related sequences per subclone. Data
were assembled using phred/phrap (ver. 0.990319;
[26,27]), and finished in Consed and Autofinish (v.13.0;
[28-30]) using a variety of directed primer walks on sub-
clones, and using PCR/walking to close any gaps. The
sequence assemblies were confirmed by OpGen using
optical mapping, as described below and previously [14-
22]. These alignments were viewed using OpGen's
MapViewer software (Figure 1; see below).

Optical map construction
Optical maps were prepared at OpGen Technologies, Inc.
(Madison, WI) according to methods described previ-
ously [22,23]. Briefly, high molecular weight DNA was
prepared by first embedding bacterial cells harvested at
stationary phase in low melting temperature agarose
plugs, followed by treatment with bacterial lysing solu-
tions. The genomic DNA was recovered after thoroughly
rinsing the plugs in TE followed by melting the plugs at 42
C and subsequent treatment with β-agarase. The high
molecular weight DNA was then immobilized as individ-
ual molecules onto Optical Chips, digested with EagI or
AflII restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs), fluores-
cently stained with YOYO-1 (Invitrogen) and positioned
onto an automated fluorescent microscope system for
image capture and fragment size measurement, resulting
in high resolution single-molecule restriction maps. Col-
lections of single molecule maps were then assembled to
produce whole genome, ordered restriction maps.

Sequence-to-map comparison
Comparisons between Optical maps and sequence con-
tigs were performed as described previously [22].
Sequence FASTA files were converted to in silico restriction
maps via the MapViewer software (OpGen Technologies,
Inc.) for direct comparison to the Optical maps. Compar-
isons were accomplished by aligning the sequence with
the Optical maps according to their restriction fragment
pattern. Alignments were generated with a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm which finds the optimal location, or
placement, of a sequence contig by first performing a glo-
bal alignment of the sequence contig against the Optical
map. Local alignment analysis were also performed where
segments of the sequence contigs were compared to the
Optical map.
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